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Comments Submitted to Docket #USCG-2006-24412: Inspection of Towing Vessels.
By Capt. John R. Sutton, Past President of the American Inland Mariners Association (AIM)
The American public safety and America's towing
vessel mariners deserved more from this rulemaking.
Given the USCG already has in place internal policy
guidelines within its very own Marine Safety manuals
for establishing minimum manning standards for
inspected vessels. The least the American mariner
could have expected was for the USCG to have
followed its own existing policy guidelines for
establishing minimum manning standards.

Captain John R Sutton
1917 Shiloh Estates Road
Chandler, Texas 75758
(504) 292-3000
captainjrs@hotmail.com
November 16, 2011
United States Coast Guard Headquarters
2100 Second Street SW
Washington, DC 20593-0001

I especially find it hard to believe that this rulemaking
does not speak to the need for addressing the
manning of engine room spaces. Again, USCG manning
standards for engine rooms already exist for the
minimum requirements for "inspected vessels" and
"licensing/credentialing requirements" already exist for
mariners required upon said inspected vessels.

RE: Request for Comments
Docket Number USCG 2006-24412
Gentlemen,
My name is John R Sutton I am a United States Coast
Guard licensed mariner (8th Issue). I am a secondgeneration towboater having grown up inside a small
family owned towing company in the mid-west. I
acquired my first license for towing vessels at age 19 and
at age 49 today I have over 30 years of experience in the
American inland maritime industry. I have worked on
dozens of towing vessels ranging from (<100GT to
vessels >1,600GT). In addition, I have approximately 10
years of experience on high density inland (Subchapter H
inspected) passenger vessels.

I currently work on a 1,073GT towing vessel working
along the Mississippi River with a 72 year old
unlicensed chief engineer that most assuredly cannot
pass a USCG physical by any shape of the imagination
and this person can just barely climb to the pilothouse
each evening to bring a daily fuel consumption report
to the captain. This person's health is in such question
my fellow crewmembers and I routinely check in with
the chief to make sure he's still alive. None of us feel
safe on a vessel this large that is just marginally
manned in the engine room.

For your ease of reading, my comments will be divided
into two sections,
a. those pertaining to the preamble and discussions
of the rulemaking and known comments of
industry professionals at recent public meetings
conducted for this NPRM and;
b. those of specific numbered sections of the new
proposed Subchapter M

Furthermore, this rulemaking seeks to address issues
such as MOB man-over-board, but the issue of MOB is
innately linked to minimum safe manning of a vessel.
After all, how is licensed towing officer at the helm of
his/her towing vessel expected to safely and successfully
recover a single deckhand from the water should the
deckhand go over board during routine operations?

Comment (Manning)
I am disappointed the United States Coast Guard has
chosen to NOT address minimum manning on
America's towing vessels in this rulemaking. Manning is
an issue that should not have been overlooked in this
critical industry changing rulemaking.

Comment (Work-Hour Limitation for Unlicensed
Personnel)
It's reprehensible and hypocritical that this NPRM for
towing vessel inspection fails to include maximum
work-hour limitation for unlicensed personnel yet the
NPRM seeks crew endurance minimum sleep hours for
licensed mariners working onboard towing vessels.
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The American Waterways Operators Responsible
Carriers Program (RCP), a plan that has hopes of
becoming a industry blanket TSMS supports 15-hour
days and as much as 42-hours work in a 3 day period
for unlicensed personnel.

too many of these towing vessels working in fleeting
areas operate today without any rescue vessels and
yet often run numerous miles lite-boat with no barges
that would provide a means of safe harbor from a
sinking vessel. This among other issues is the type of
concerns for the mariners working on towing vessels.

It appears our industry's licensed mariners may
someday be well rested while our unlicensed crew men
are weary on their feet. This in no way promotes the
safe operation of a towing vessel.

In the picture below you will see an example of a
typical towing vessel that seeks waivers from
compliance with full regulation, yet travels many miles
away from bases of operation. This particular vessel
only has (1) VHF radio and on the day this photo was
taken it was only minimally working. I was with-in one
half mile of this vessel in an overtaking situation
before I could make contact with the vessel. In
addition, this vessel was on a voyage of some 50
miles yet has no radar.

Comment (Crew Endurance)
As simply put as possible crew endurance management
is a joke. The concept of crew endurance is in effect a
Band-Aid for a system that is broken. The USCG
possess all the objective scientific evidence that is
needed with-in the studies referenced in this document
to take clear and definitive actions for establishing
maximum work-hour limitations based on defensible
scientific evidence without hesitation.
It took the USCG seven years 2004-2011 to develop
this NPRM. The American public and the American
mariners can't wait another 10-15 years for the USCG
to "...consider establishing hours of service standards

for managing crew endurance.
Comment (Sleep Debt)
Given I have little expectations the USCG will heed my
personal pleas for the USCG to establish minimum
work-hour limitations immediately. As a suggestion one
way to immediately address accumulated sleep debt is
for the USCG to establish maximum allowable work
durations/ rotations.
My personal experience tells me the vast majority of
America's towing vessels work crew durations of 28
days or greater. In fact, I as well as hundreds of other
mariners I know have worked 84-hour weeks for 6-8
weeks at a time accumulating huge sleep debt in the
process. By establishing a maximum number of
allowable work days you in effect would limit the
accumulated "sleep debt", thereby limiting the build-up
of crew fatigue, obviously a more cost effective
alternative to establishing a three-watch system in the
inland towing industry.

As another example, the photo below depicts a towing
vessel routinely working along the Gulf Intra-coastal
Waterway in a 24-hour operation without a radar, this
again is an example of a need for OCMI's to be cautious
in permitting waivers from compliance with equipment
standards.

Comment (Limited Geographic Areas
&
Exempted Vessels)
I can only caution the USCG by stating that each OCMI
and/or Sector Commander should exercise strict
caution in exempting towing vessels that work with-in
"fleeting areas". Today it's routine for towing vessels
that spend 70%-90% of their time in fleeting areas
only to depart these fleeting areas for local runs of up
to 20-30 miles away for their base of operation to
service facilities near these fleeting areas. Each OCMI
should establish a clear maximum allowable distance
these vessels are allowed to work away from their
bases of operation and cautiously consider the specific
equipment that these vessels will be exempted from,
particularly with regard to all lifesaving equipment. Far

In the photo below this towing vessel represents a
typical "RULE BREAKER" in the towing industry. This
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reduced these vessel's output horsepower at the
propeller with the reduced pitch when maximum
propeller speed is fixed by a specific gear reduction ratio
and maximum engine output RPM's.

towing vessel is 25'10" long and therefore requires no
licensed personnel to operate the vessel. I personally
spoke to the captain onboard this vessel and
determined this vessel was making multiple trips
between Intracoastal City, Louisiana and Lake Charles,
Louisiana moving industry standard 195'X35' deck
barges for a construction company. It was in-fact
working in a 24-hour operation.

This is an important issue and should not be taken
lightly given the horsepower of the towing vessel will
clearly be established based on what is placed on the
COI.

This vessel was engaged in a 24-hour operation yet
provided no appropriate accommodations for its crew
members (dog house on stern) and furthermore this
vessel had no approved MSD onboard. These men
were utilizing a 5 gallon bucket as a means of a toilet.

Comment (Safe Potable Water)
In review of this NPRM to the best of my determination
this NPRM fails to address the issue of minimum safe
potable water standards for towing vessels. America's
mariners employed upon the some 6,200 documented
towing vessels deserve safe potable water for
consumption and cooking needs. This NPRM falls short
of protecting America's mariners.
Comment (Sanitary Food Service Training)
The clear statistical majority of the 6,200 documented
towing vessels in America do not have individuals
dedicated to the task of "cooking". On most towing
vessels cooking is a task shared by the entire crew and
all too often by persons that have no knowledge of food
safety. This NPRM has failed to address the issue of
food safety in Part 140 Subpart E- Safety and Health.
Comment (Asbestos Safety)
This NPRM fails to echo current long-standing
nationwide OSHA regulation for the safe handling of
asbestos and secure measures for removal and proper
disposal of asbestos. At an absolute minimum, this
rulemaking should reference existing regulation as
other Code is referenced in the rulemaking.

Comment (Horsepower)
In the wake of the USCG establishing High-Water Action
Plans throughout the inland water starting in
approximately 1997 we have seen numerous companies
"tinkering" with the so called horsepower of towing
vessels. This tinkering with the reportable horsepower of
these vessel's is directly associated with the total number
of barges the vessels are allowed to move through
Regulated Navigation Areas (RNA's) during periods of
high water. The horsepower-to-barge ratio becomes a
critical industry issue for towing companies and an area
of contention for many captains faced with making a
objective decision as to the total number of barges to
move during periods of high water.

Comment (Carbon Monoxide Detections and
Alarms)
In my 34 years of total service in the towing industry I
have witness numerous exhaust leaks on towing vessel
main engines that were allowed to go on for long periods
of time, thereby filling an engine room space with toxic
carbon monoxide. All too often these same leaking fumes
filter into the living spaces as well. This NPRM fails to
protect the American mariners employed on towing vessels
from the potential deadly carbon monoxide.
Comment (Regulatory Training)
The complexity of this NPRM highlights a clear need for
comprehensive regulatory training for the individual
licensed mariner charged with the duties of maintaining
documentation for compliance with a vessel's COI.

The USCG should consider requiring the companies to
produce a document from both the engine
manufacture and certified naval architect establishing a
vessel's rated horsepower based on the accurate data
provided by the engine maker, vessel's gear reductions
ratio and the propeller's diameter and pitch.

As the past President of a former non-profit mariner's
association from 1993-1998 I become well aware as to
the lack of knowledge the average towing vessel
officer has when it comes to knowledge of the Codes
of Federal Regulations and rules that govern the
industry in which they are employed.

The vast majority of towing vessels in my experience
have overrated horsepower today. Most companies
have actually reduced pitch in propellers in recent years
due to the poor BTU content in the available fuels
refined in the last five-seven years. Most large
horsepower towing vessels simply cannot pull the larger
pitched propellers due to this fact. This has effectively

This NPRM
requirements
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should address minimal training
for individual mariners, providing

time to develop and this process should be underway
now.

mariners with at least the minimal knowledge of how
to locate regulations pertaining to the inspection of
towing vessels. This type of proposed training should
also be carried forward in the proposed TSMS as well.

Comment Proposed (140.205(e)
This section appears to have forgotten specific language
addressing the need and/or requirements for TWIG
cards for certain individuals employed on vessels
moving CDC cargos.

Comment Proposed (136.210)
During the public comment meeting in St. Louis the
USCG received complaints from industry with regard to
documentation burden associated with proposed
136.210. While this section "may" be an initial
compliance burden, this section does not appear to
create annual paperwork burdens.

Comment Proposed (140.210(d)(2))
If it's to be the "crew's" responsibility to adhere to the
provisions of the COI and the TSMS, it's imperative the
TSMS contain a requirement for training of the
crewmembers as to the provisions of the TSMS and
said requirements for maintaining a vessel's valid COI.

Comment Proposed (137.120)
Kudos gentlemen you got this right. The responsibility
belongs at the top.
When deficiencies and non-conformities are identified
during vessel inspections and TSMS audits and for
fines imposed against a company, those action letters
should be addressed to the person described in part
137.120, thereby insuring the person at the top is fully
aware of the vessel's conditional status.

The USCG cannot simply state there is an implied
responsibility for crewmembers, without guaranteeing
these persons are adequately trained with the requisite
information to perform such task outlined in a TSMS.
Comment
Proposed
(140.210(c)(4))
&
(140.210(c)(5))
This is easier said than done. It's not uncommon for
companies to instruct engineers to NOT disclose
information about vessels to Captains/Pilots. This is/was
the case for one such Master recently working for a
large oil company from the Houston, Texas area. When
the towing vessel was dry-docked in the Hartford, IL
area USCG inspectors discovered seven (7) concrete box
patches in the hull of the vessel that the Master was
totally unaware insisted, yet the engineer was fully
aware of. The irony is this un-named company is a
proud flag waving member of the American Waterways
Operators "Responsible Carriers Plan", a company that
has agreed by its own membership to hold its company
accountable and to uphold all written regulations and
abide by all Federal and state laws.

Comment Proposed (137.130(b))
In my opinion that it's a mistake to not require all fuel
tanks be gas-free and cleaned once every five years.
Large towing vessels in fact cycle millions of gallons of
fuel through their tanks in a five year period amassing
large quantities of sludge and debris in the fuel tanks.
Many of America's largest towing vessels consume in
excess of 11,000 gallons of fuel in a 24-hour period.
The gas-free, cleaning and subsequent internal inspection
is required for other inspected vessels on a five year basis
and so should be the case for towing vessels.
The cleaning of the fuel tanks is a minimal expense in
the big picture and certainly insures each vessel's fuel
tanks are cleaned on reasonable periodic time frame
and every five years is certainly reasonable.

Without there being a "licensed" engineer on towing
vessels thereby placing persons in the positions that
actually have a USCG credential at risk of suspension
and/or revocation for failing to adhere to the TSMS and/or
COI standards. There is no guarantee a Master will be fully
apprised of the condition of his towing vessel.

Additionally, with the knowledge the USCG has
undertaken a separate rulemaking addressing potable
water standards on towing vessels, the same goes for
potable water tanks. These tanks as well should be
cleaned at a minimum interval of once each five years.

Comment Proposed (140.400(c))
There is absolutely no reason to require this
information for an engineering watch until such time a
"licensed" engineer is required on towing vessels. This
is the cart before the horse.

Comment Proposed (138.220(a)(1)(iii))
It's imperative this section of Subchapter M also include
specific language explaining to the Master his/her
protected rights as per USC § 2114. A Master should be
fully aware he/she has protected rights should a
company intervene in the authority vested in the Master
under this section.

"Unlicensed" personnel on towing vessels are not
subject to work-hour limitations as per current code
and therefore this is an unnecessary and burdensome
piece of documentation.

Comment Proposed (139.130(b)(4)
This appears to be a requirement for a course yet to
be approved by the National Maritime Center.

With regard to the issue of a "dedicated" look-out, this
section assumes that there will be times a person other
than the towing vessel watch-stranding officer will be
conducting look-out duties. This is an appropriate time
for me to state any approved TSMS should include

Is this a course currently under development with
industry, third parties participating in discussions with
NMC? If not, why has there been delay? This will take
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requirements for specific training of persons for the
conduct of "dedicated look-out''. This is a job task not to
be taken lightly and a task I as a licensed mariner
believe requires specific training to perform correctly.

Comment Proposed (140.500(a))
The three year effective date for this portion of the
rulemaking is too long. This section effectively mimics the
current OSHA regulations American towing vessels are
and have been subject to for numerous years. The
industry has been on notice that these minimum health
standards were required of them since the United States
Supreme Court confirmed this issued its ruling in the
Mallard Bay Drilling case.

Comment Proposed (140.405)
This section will undoubtedly cause every towing
company to extensively re-write their Station Bills. This
section contains considerably more information than is
currently on most Station Bills widely used in the
towing industry.

Comment Proposed (140.520(a)(1)
I would like to point out to the USCG that the retention
and handling of medical records for each employee is
an area in which there may be areas of conflict with
the HIPPA laws that currently exist.

Comment Proposed (140.415(a))
The term "as soon as practicable" is vague and
ambiguous.
I myself reported a marine casualty (power failure for
30 seconds) as soon as practicable (1.5 hours) after the
incident and it got me a letter of warning in my USCG
file. At the time I had (4) USCG inspectors onboard for a
sea-trial. By the time I moored the vessel, conferred
with my Chief engineer to determine the true nature of
my casualty and conferred with the USCG investigators
onboard the vessel 1.5 hours had lapsed before I made
the phone call to report the incident. The next day I was
receiving a phone call from an USCG investigator
seeking to charge me with negligence.

I would strongly suggest that this section be so revised
as to point out to towing companies the necessity for
safe guarding medical information required under this
section of the rulemaking as per existing federal law.
Comment Proposed (140.625)
This section is effectively addressing the essence of
"voyage planning".
I strongly suggest this section be re-titled (Navigation

Underway & Voyage Planning)
Comment Proposed (140.630(a))
In reviewing this section it's my opinion this section
lacks proper wording. I strongly suggest the word
"dedicated or designated" be inserted before the word
lookout so as to read;

Again the term is vague and ambiguous, please set a
defined period. Within 24-hours would be a reasonable
period given it would coincide with the 24-hour
orientation for crewmembers.
Comment Proposed (140.420(d)(6)
The term "rescue boat" appears in this section and
would indicate a vessel other than that of a "skiff" as
defined in 140.420(d)(4)

Throughout the trip or voyage the master and mate
(pilot) must assess the requirement for a (dedicated
or designated) lookout.
As a person that has proffered themself in the courts as
an expert in the Rules of the Road and in industry policies
and procedures. I am of the opinion this verbiage change
is needed to make industry fully aware we are talking
about a person in addition to the watch-standing officer
navigating the towing vessel.

The definition of a rescue boat cannot be found in
section 136.110. If in fact these are two separate craft
a qualifying / approved rescue boat must be defined at
section 136.110.
This NPRM fails to address appropriate "minimum"
training standards of those crewmembers using "skiffs"
and/or "rescue boats". In my 34 years plus industry
experience I have seems persons with ZERO
experience placed in charge of the operation of a skiff
more times than I like to reflect upon. Is it an
assumption by the USCG that all persons know how to
operate a skiff or rescue boat?

In addition, this section lacks specific details pertaining
to the training of lookouts. I strongly suggest
additional language be added to this section
addressing the proper training of designated lookouts
as this is an important job task when participating in
the navigation of a vessel specifically because the
lookout is an important member of the bridge team.

Comment Proposed (140.435(b))
Kudos gentlemen this safety devise is long overdue in
the towing industry.
However, I'm disappointed that this critical safety
device’s deployment will be delayed until such time the
full implementation of the inspection of towing vessels.
This safety device as well as numerous other portions of
this rulemaking should take effect upon the publishing
of the final rule.

Comment Proposed (140.655(c))
I have rode over 85 towing vessels in my 30 plus years
as a licensed mariner. During this period I would estimate
that 95% of all towing vessels have condensate water
drains in the bottom of their main fuel tanks and mariners
and/or engineers routinely drain condensate water and
fuel directly into bilges of these vessels.
I strongly suggest the word ''fuel" be inserted into this
section so as to read;
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marbles on the school yard. These same issues were
recent brought to light by Mr. George Foster at the
public comment meeting conducted in St. Louis, Mo
when Mr. Foster stated it was not un-routine for his
fleeting operation to handle 300-400 sets of rigging in
a single day.

No person may intentionally drain oil, fuel, or
hazardous materials into the bilges of a towing vessel
from any source.
This will clearly define for the towing industry and its
mariners alike this section also includes all flammable fuels.

Again, we see the use of the words horsepower and
bollard pull, both words of significance when determining
the rated horsepower to be placed on the COI of a
vessel. I can't stress enough that Horsepower/Bollard Pull
must be determined with an utmost degree of certainty in
a regimented process not discussed in this rulemaking,
other than just what a company arbitrarily determines
based on their necessities ($$).

As you can observe in the photo below, it is quite
common for the un-informed towing vessel mariner
and/or unlicensed engineer to drain oil and/or fuel into
the bilges of towing vessels as a matter of routine, a
habit that will hopefully be broken with implementation
of this rulemaking.

There is absolutely no way for any master and/or
company official to determine "static loads and dynamic
loads" of any towing vessel without the assistance of a
competent naval architect. Each and every towing vessel
is uniquely different by length, width and hull design and
my 30 years of experience as a licensed mariner tells me
these static and dynamic loads can and would differ from
vessel to vessel with a determining factor as simple as
the speed of the rudder travel from hard over to hard
over. I'm merely a high school graduate and I know
enough about basic math to clearly understand these
unique equations.
Comment Proposed (140.1005)
As an 8th Issue license holder I clearly understand this
section of the rulemaking. However, I would like to
point out that American mariners have long shared the
opinion that there existed a double standard with
regard to the strict application of the laws of the
maritime industry. The USCG has all too often sought
action(s) against the individual mariner to only allow
the companies to pass unpunished when they too were
accomplices' in violations of regulatory law.

Comment Proposed (140.715(c))
Again, this piece of equipment has negligible impact on the
towing industry as most towing vessels already have this
piece of equipment onboard today's towing vessels. This
section should be immediately implemented without delay.
Comment Proposed (140.725(b)(5)
The acronym AIS should be inserted after the words
Automated Identification System. As AIS is a term
more widely known and accepted in the towing
industry and by its mariners alike.

I believe the inspection of towing vessels will be fraught
with challenges and there will come a point in the future
that the industry and its mariners alike will have to be
given a clear signal by the USCG that a new era exist with
regard to actions of both mariners and companies.
Companies, as well as mariners must be treated alike and
with equally harsh action(s) taken against companies as
well as faulty mariners.

Comment Proposed (140.801) Towing Gear
I clearly understand the purpose and the need for this
section of the rule. However, there is absolutely no
way for a master to determine the adequacy of such
equipment.

Comment Proposed (Table 141.305)
As earlier pointed out in my comments there seems to
be some degree of confusion as to the terms "skiff'
and "rescue boat" this issue may require further
vetting to insure industry jargon and intent are clearly
understood by industry and its mariners.

The industry standard 35 ft long wires used for
securing inland towing vessel barge flotillas are
routinely made of "used" wire rope salvaged from
mostly likely elevators and draglines after the wire has
reached the end of its serviceable life cycle in those
respective industries. Therefore, the wire has been
stretched thousands of times and essentially
condemned from its previous use before being placed
into service in the towing industry as "barge rigging".
Additionally, there is no way to determine life cycle for
such wire and/or maintain these wires as they are
trade routinely in fleeting areas as children trade

Again as earlier stated, I strongly suggest that all OCMI's
closely limit exempted equipment to vessels that work in
VERY limited geographical areas. Far too many vessels
are allowed to seek exemptions to only being found
working miles from their bases of operation.
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Additionally, in my career I have seen all too many
towing vessels that have closed fire main sea-chest
suctions. Most towing vessels do not have dedicated
sea-chest for fire pumps as they should and I would
strongly suggest this issue be taken under review and
that dedicated fire main sea-chest become a
requirement for all towing vessels.

As an example, say there is a grounding 20-30 miles
down-river of Memphis, TN. A small towing vessel (fleet
boat) is required to assist a large towing vessel after a
grounding situation. The larger vessel will have to seek
the assistance of either a smaller towing vessel from the
Memphis, TN or Helena, AR areas. If you have vessels
operation under mass exemption of equipment these
vessels could / will find themselves working miles from
their bases of operation and will undoubtedly have to run
numerous miles lite-boat to get to the area where their
assistance is required. Based on this scenario it's
ridiculous to have these types of vessels operating
without the benefit of the full safety equipment intended
to promote both public and mariner safety.

Furthermore, within the past ten years and since the
revision of the fire regulations for uninspected towing
vessels we have seen numerous portable fire pumps
installed on smaller towing vessels. I have seen these
pumps placed in inaccessible areas such as the second
deck of towing vessels and I have yet to find one single
portable pump that would "self-prime" when placed into
service. In fact during routine weekly fire drills I have
spent as much as 20 minutes attempting to prime many
of these styles of pumps.

Section 140.305(c)(5), the blanket wholesale
exemption of towing vessels working in limited
geographical areas for the requirements to carry any
kind of survival craft is ludicrous and unacceptable.
The American mariners employed on the vessels
deserve better. Shame on the USCG for allowing the
industry through its unified voice the American
Waterways Operators and the "Towing Safety Advisory
Committee" to even suggest this is good policy.

I strongly urge the USCG inspectors and third party
surveyors to pay special attention to the vessels that
opt for the use of a portable fire pumps and require
that these pumps be placed into service during the
initial inspection phase to prove they actually selfprime as is required in the rule.

Comment Proposed (141.360(b)(1)
The orange colored life-buoys should be universal on
all towing vessels regardless for route. After all, the
life-buoy is a piece of safety equipment and the safety
orange is the most logical color should this equipment
have to be deployed in an emergency.

Comment Proposed (142.330(b))
While most companies have begun to gather the
letters containing the P.E. stamp proving the fire
detection systems onboard their vessels meet current
fire protection rules. Most vessels do not have any
further materials onboard the vessels detailing testing
procedures and/or maintenance procedures and/or
design elements.

Comment Proposed (142.245(a)(1)(ii)
It should be noted by the USCG that most towing
vessels have large ventilation areas generally
associated with the stack configuration on towing
vessels. I know I have personally worked on dozens of
vessels that currently have no way to effectively seal
these ventilation areas to prevent the leakage of
extinguishing agents from these spaces.

Plainly stated, most masters and engineers are clueless
as to the full details of the systems outfitted on their
respective vessels simply because there are no
available materials from the manufactures.

USCG inspectors and third party surveyors should pay
special attention to the ventilation configurations
during the initial inspection process.

Comment Proposed (143.225) Reserved
Why has this section been reserved?
Has this section been reserved for pending potable
water standards?

Comment Proposed (142.245(d))
To insure that the safety orientation of mariners is as
consistent within a company, I believe the orientation
should be "canned instructional material" and that such
material also should be included in the TSMS for those
companies choosing that path to inspection.

Comment Proposed (143.275(c)(1)
It's strongly advised that a minimum supply of spare
fuel filters be established in this section. Additionally, it
is well advised that this minimum standard be carried
forward in the TSMS for those vessels choosing that
method of inspection.
Comment Proposed (143.275(c)(2)

Comment Proposed (142.325) Fire pumps
I would estimate that over 75% of the towing vessels
currently documented in America have no pressure
gage installed on fire mains. Therefore, there is no
way to determine if a fire pump is achieving its
minimum 50 p.s.i. for fixed systems or 60 p.s.i. for
portable systems. USCG inspectors and third party
surveyors will have to pay special attention to this
detail during initial inspection.

"...Replaced in accordance with manufacturers
requirements...", again this is an area that should be
carried forward into TSMS and individualized for each
towing vessel based on the unique requirements for
each vessel's equipment.
For those towing vessels choosing conventional inspection,
perhaps this information should be required to be placed
on a placard at the filtration location for ready reference.
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The 3rd photo depicts a vessel of poor design. As you
can observe this vessel's fuel tank vent lines are
mounted high on the vessel's exterior bulkheads and
there is no way to obtain the requisite containment
during routine fueling operations.

Comment Proposed (143.285(c))
This section does not take into consideration that there
are vessels within the towing industry that have closed
loop fuel tank ventilation. Therefore, this strict design
language may cause some companies to un-necessarily
redesign fuel tank ventilation systems.
As an example, I have work on a large towing vessel
that had a closed fuel tank ventilation system. All fuel
tank ventilation on this particular vessel was piped via
a common line to the waste (slop) tank and only that
tank had a ventilation system on the weather deck as
described in this section of the rule.
This design was in fact fabulous, it eliminated the need
for individual pipe containment and in the event of a
fuel tank "burp" through the ventilation system, the
fuel was contained within the waste oil tank
eliminating any potential overboard spills.
This strict language must be re-thought and adjusted
for alternate design applications.
In addition, USCG marine inspectors and third party
surveyors must be vigilant and well trained to
recognize issues as depicted in the photos below.

The point of these attached photos above is to point
out to the USCG that there are many issues with
regard to towing vessel inspection and compliance and
it is all important that both inspectors and third party
surveyors be well versed in both regulation and
practical application of the regulations.

In the 1st photo you can observe that it is impossible for
the person in charge of fueling this vessel to place the
requisite minimum 5 gallons containment under these
fuel tank vent pipes during a fuel scenario.

There will be no substitute for common sense when
the initial inspection of towing vessels begins.
Comment Proposed (143.285(d)
The wide spread use of flexible fuel lines in the towing
industry is rampant. I have been on many towing
vessels that have as much as 10' sections of flexible
fuel lines feeding main fuel filtration systems. Again,
this is an area of significant concern, an area that
USCG inspectors and third party surveyors should pay
special attention to during the inspection phase.
Additionally, as a side note most flexible fuel lines are
used in association with fuel filtration systems. Yet at no
point have I seen a requirement for containment under
fuel filtration systems to prevent the unwanted
introduction of fuel oil in to the bilges of vessels. This
may be an area that should be given additional thought
for a requirement for fuel filtration containment.

In the 2 photo you can observe that there is no way to
secure containment on up-right sounding tubes during
fueling, and in-fact the fuel fill line on this vessel has a
cap on top of the fuel line for which there is no way to
contain in this scenario.

The 3 photos below depict the common use of flexible
fuel hose on towing vessels in lengths exceeding six
feet (see the "blue" hoses).
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vessels if this rulemaking fails to firmly identify those
systems and equipment deemed "essential" to the safe
navigation of towing vessels. If the identification of
these systems and equipment is not done now in this
rulemaking, the towing industry runs the risk of having
inconsistent inspections nationwide. What may be
deemed "essential" by one inspecting officer may be
glanced over by another. This section must be
thoroughly vetted and these issues resolved now
before inspection begins.
Comment Proposed (143.340(b)(1)
With regard to the issue of performing electrical
system load analysis for towing vessels, I have
discussed this issue at length with a Louisiana State
license commercial electrician who I have worked with
within the marine industry. This person tells me there
are numerous ways to perform such a load analysis.
However, this electrician is puzzled as to why the
language of this rulemaking fails to identify the
prescriptive process and the code or standard to be
applied during such a load analysis. The language of
this section is vague.
In addition, the language of the rule fails to identify
the qualifying credentials of those persons who are in
fact "qualified" to perform such a load analysis. Surely
the USCG is not going to arbitrarily accept this load
analysis from any Tom, Dick or Sally?

Comment Proposed (143.310(c))
There should additionally be a minimum of one portable
battery-power light (flash light) in each bunk room.

The rule speaks quite clearly as to the qualifications of
individuals in proposed 144.225, why has this same
type of standard NOT been applied for persons
performing electrical load analyses for towing vessels?

I started my career at age 15 as a deckhand on the
Mississippi River and I have NEVER slept in a bunk
room that I did not have at the ready a flash light for
my personal use during an emergency situation.

As a matter of general comment with regard to
"electrical issues" on towing vessels, it is my opinion
each towing vessel should be closely scrutinized for
electrical issues that do not meet minimal National
Electrical Standards. In my travels throughout the
towing industry I have witness a wide variation of
electrical issues. See the attached photos below.

Comment Proposed (143.330(c)
Yet again this rule makes mention of "static and
dynamic loads" of the towing vessel. I ask how is it
that the USCG envisions these load calculations being
determined for the purpose of implementing and
enforcing this inspection regulation?

Loose dead-end wires are common place.

Comment Proposed (143.340(a)(3)
"...ln the event of a main power source failure, a towing

vessel, other than an excepted towing vessel, must have
a means to power essential alarms, lighting, radios,
navigational equipment, and any other essential system
identified by an approved third party or cognizant Officer
in Charge, Marine Inspection (OCMI)..."
I believe the word excepted is a typographical error
and the word "exempted" was the word of intent.
It's my opinion based on many years of experience of
dealing with various Codes of Federal Regulation, that
the wording of this section is vague in its bold outline
and potentially complex in nature if left to the decision
making powers of individual approved third party or
USCG inspectors. There is absolutely no way to have
universal consistency in the inspection of towing

The use of extension cords common place for
permanently installed equipment.
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Exposed junction boxes common place and the wide
spread use of wire nuts without securing from
vibration with electrical tape.

Within the inland towing industry there exist numerous
vessels that have been elevated in over-all vertical
height without due regard for stability. Given that
previously "uninspected" towing vessels required no
USCG over-sight via plan approval or for that matter
actual construction based on plans prepared by a real
naval architect careful attention should be paid to the
stability of unusually tall vessels with narrow beam and
little available freeboard. An example of one of these
vessels is depicted below.

Improper and unprotected through deck penetrations.

Wide spread water-tight boundary violations for wiring
purposes.

Comment Proposed (144.320) Watertight Integrity
Within the towing vessel industry there exist wide
spread watertight integrity issues. This is an area of
extreme safety for towing vessels and the mariners
employed on America's documented towing vessels.
The photos attached below are a sampling of the types
of watertight boundary violations I have observed in
recent years throughout my movement in the industry.
This is a photo of a 10" pipe passing through a fuel
tank. On one end of the pipe is the main engine room
and on the other end is the forward hold. At risk is

Water-tight boundary violation for wiring purposes.
Comment Proposed (144.315)
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both the forward hold and the engine room in the
event of a holing in either space.

watertight integity and/or the ability to maintain
watertight integrity. Note that the hoses passing
through this watertight door have been painted safety
yellow indcating they routinely stay in that
passageway. In addition to the extension cord
supplying electricity to a piece of fixed machinery.

The photo below needs no explanation other than to
state you are viewing a previously watertight subdivision
bulkhead in the vessel's hull.

Gentlemen this concludes my written comments. I
would like to note for the record that I have spent
approximately 24-hours reading this NPRM and making
notes for my eventual written comments to the docket.
I have additionally spent approximately 12-hours
writing these comments and I ask that the USCG take
my comments seriously. I have extensive experience in
the towing industry and I clearly know the strengths
and weaknesses of the towing industry and its licensed
mariners who will be charged with the application of
these new rules at some point in the future.
Respectfully,
Captain John R Sutton
Master 8th Issue
Master of Great Lakes and Inland Waters Any Gross Tons
Master of Towing Vessels upon the Great Lakes, Inland
Waters and Western Rivers
First Class Pilot of Any Gross Tons upon the Mississippi
River, miles 953.8-765.0 & 235.0-95.0
Radar Observer "Unlimited"

The photo below depicts typical discontinued piping
that has been left open in a watertight boundary.

The photo below depicts the current state of the
industry and the industry's absolute disregard for
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